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PHOTOGKAKMETRIC MEA3URE-IEHT OF FINAL PAY
QUANTITIES IN HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Photogrammetry is presently being used in the location and design
of highways to achieve a saving in time, manpower, and cost* Considerabl
interest has bean expressed in extending the usa of photogranHEtzy to
.
achieve a similar saving in the measurement of highway final pay
quantitd.es, The acceptance of photograsastrie methods for the determination
of final pay quantities^ however, is contingent upon their applicability
in this respect and upon the accuracy that can be obtained for each type
of measurement*
This paper reports the results of an attempt to apply photo-
grammetriG methods to the determination of several final pay quantities
and to evaluate the accuracy obtained by comparison with quantities
determined by normal field procedures* The final pay quantities concerned
were earthwork,, concrete pavement and appurtenances, paved side ditch,
sodding, curbing, guard rail, and guide posts* The study was performed
on a newly constructed section of highway approximately 10,000 feet in
length* The photogramastric plotting was accomplished with a standard
sax-inch focal length Kelsh plotter at a scale of 1 inch « 50 feet.
Phctogrammetric spot elevation readings for the final roadbed
cross sections and field survey notes furnished by the State Highway
Department for the original terrain cross section- aere used in combination
to determine the earthwork quantities. Comparisons were analyzed on the
basis of volumes for individual sections, for individual plotter models,
for various classifications of excavation and embankment, for urban and
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rural classifications 8 and for the entire project. Although payment ia
made on the basis of excavation quantities only, embankment quantities
were also considered as it was felt that they would aid in the evaluat"
of earthwork quantities in general,, Computation of the earthwork
quantities was accomplished with an IBM 650 electronic computer.
Since vertical accuracy is of great importance in the determination
of earthwork quantities, a statistical analysis of vertical accuracy was
undertaken by comparing photogrammetric centerline elevations with the
corresponding elevations from the field survey*
Non-earthwork final pay items were delineated on the photograjrraet:
manuseript, and the quantities were determined by scaling or planimstering*
These quantities were compared with the corresponding quantities deterr-dned
by nonoal field procedures©
Preaent itefchpda
The present practice in Indiana regarding final earthwork quantities
is to make payment on the basis of cubic yards of excavation as neasured
in the original position by taking cross sections before excavation is
started and again after it is completed. Volumes are computed by the
average end-area method* If the cost of excavation is specificaUy included
in the payment for anjr item of xvork^ the final cross sections are taken
bhe finished surface of the worko Payment for embankment is not
ordinarily made on a unit volume basis, but is included in the various pay
items of the contract such as spreading and compacting of embankment
material, labor and equipment*
Other final pay quantities such as pavement, curbing, paved aids
ditch, guard rail, and sodding are measured when complete in-place and
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accepted, with payment being made on a contract unit price per lineal foot
or square yard*
PhgfcasaircnBtric fotftgdj.
The proposed procedure for detemining earthwork quantities
photogrammetrically is a direct analogue of the field survey method.
Cross section lines are drawn on the photogrammetric manuscript at right
angles to the centerline. Spot elevations along the cross section lines
are read directly from the photogrammetrie plotter or the elevations n
be interpolated from photograonetaricaUy established contours on the
manuscript. For final pay measurements, it is generally agreed that spot
elevations would be more desirable since they can be made with at least
twice the precision of the interpolated readings* The coordinates of each
reading are written on the manuscript at the position of the reading.
The ease and facility of reading elevations from the plotter, as
opposed to the laborious and time consuming field methods, motivates the
measurement of more cross sections and more elevations per cross section.
This is highly desirable since the accuracy of the terrain representation
is a function of the density of elevation readingsc
In connection with the measurement of non-earthwork quantities,
it may be said that the physical dimensions of any ob£>et identifiable to
its full extent in the plotter model can be measured. The msasurersnt
of these quantities, however, is not always in the horizontal and vertical
system of coordinates* a condition which calls for special allowances
when making photogramnetric measurements since direct measurements from
the plotter are always horizontal and vertical.
Study Locaffi^
Several factors were considered in the selection of a section of
highway on which to perform the invest! The sfc
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recently completed construction and of sufficient length to provide an
adequate statistical base for accuracy evaluation! The topography, land
use 9 and prcorltcity to Lafayette were deemed desirable considerations, but
not necessarily of a controlling nature,,
A newly constructed section of State Road 2? beginning at Liberty,
Indiana and extending northward about five sales was selected as a suitable
location for the study* A portion of the study area showing the overall
terrain is illustrated in Figure 1<»
The construction on State Road 27 was primarily of a relocation
nature although some of the highway was rebuilt to higher standards in
the same position as before construction* Construction was completed in
the fall of 1953» The actual study was performed on a 9$643 foot length
of this section beginning at Westcott Street in the town of Liberty, Indina
and proceeding northwards About 300 feet of the study section msy be
assigiisd an urban land use classification as it is within the city limits
of Libertye
The terrain may be described as rolling although there are some- flat
reaches* Some of the excavations and embankments were relatively large as
would be expected in terrain of this nature*
guant^tiQ^.Jfeasared
It was decided early in ths study that the quantities vMch could
possibly be xseasured were earthwork* concrete pavement, concrete pavement
appurtenances, paved side ditchj, sodding, guard rail, guide post, and curb-
ing* Only items which could be identified and delineated from air-photos
were considered® Payment for such quantities had to be on the basis of
dimension measure rather than weight measure* On this premise, a quantity
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measurement ouch as seeding would not qualify for photogramnBtric measure-
ment since payment for this item is an the basis of weight measurement of
seed, fertilizer and strew mulching* Nor would base course materials lend
themselves to photogransmetric measurement since these quantities are not
visible from air~photoso
The photography was flown at an altitude of 1,503 feet above ave:
ground elevation by the State Highway Department-. This altitude provid
a contact scale of 1 inch « 250 feet and a manuscript plotting scale of I
inch « 50 feet* The dispositivea were made on ,06-inch sensitized glass
pistes printed emulsion side up. The photography and diapositives were,
.
general^ of high quality* She corners of some photos were slightly under-
exposed, but as most cross section plotting was near the center of the
photos, onty the observation of elevation control points in the darker
corners was adversely affected*
The planiisetric outline of the paveaent was first drawn on the man»>.
script by plotting points about one inch apart to delineate the centerline
and edges* These points were then connected by using a straight edge or
highway curves on the curved porWLonso
Cross section lines were drawn at right angles to the centerline
the proper esnterline stations as indicated by the highway level books*
Correct positioning of the cross section stations was achieved by referenc-
ing permanent station marks, which wers stamped on the pavement at 500 foot
intervals, to the horizontal ground control©
Spot elevations were read to 1 foot along the cross section lines
at the centerline station, pavement edges, and at significant changes in
the jjrofile of the cross section line. The elevation readings were ey
far enough on either side of the centerline to include any terrain which
indicated earthwork movements. The position of the reading point v/as /ncrkEd
on the cross section Urs, and the elevation and the scaled distance cf
the point from the centerline were recorded on the right and left cf the
point respectively as shown in Figure 2.
Special borrow pits were plotted in the same manner, except that
the cross section lines were referenced to a base line rather than the
centerline of the highway.
The planimetric features of other final pay items were delineated
on the manuscript by guiding the tracing table so that the floating mark
and plotting pencil followed the feature being compiled. Th.3 dimensions
of these items were not recorded on the manuscript at the time of plotting
but tvere later measured and tabulated upon the completion of each model*
large irregular-shaped areas, such as sodding, were planimetersd several
times and averaged to increase the accuracy of measurement. Areas of
more constant dimensions were subdivided into simple geometric shapes for
scaling and computations Paved sid3 ditch, guard rail and curbing were
measured in the linear direction only* Guide posts were outlined and
counted*
Gross sectional areas for earthwork quantities were determined by
a combination of photogrammetric and conventional methods. The original
cro38 sections of the terrain before construction were procured b^ field
survey methods | whereas, the template sections (or, cross sections of the
finished road bed) were procured by photogranmetric spot elevation readings.
Field level books from the highway department supplied the data for the
original cross sections. Although it would have been possible, and perhaps
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Figure 2. Section of photograasBtric manuscript*
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desirable, to determine the initial terrain data by photogrammetric methods,
the time interval from staking of the centerHns to completion of co
.j.on
would have precluded such a procedure for this study.
Studies conducted in California (2,3) indicated that the accuracy
of photogrammetric earthwork quantities could be considerably improved by
adjusting cross section elevationreadings to an accurate centerline profile.
It res decided that this procedure should be included in the study along
with the method of determining earthwork quantities without adjustments.
Accordingly, all template sections were raised or loured by an aacunt
equal to the error at the centerline station, and the resulting earthwork
quantities VK3re also compared with the quantities determined by ncsmi
field methods* The three general cross sections are shown in Figure 3,
flBBlMfl
Slgure 4 illustrates graphically the results obtained in measuring
non-earthwork quantities*
The photogrammetric measurements of these quantities were combined
and compared with the field measurements in accordance with the quantity
subdivisions of the construction record, A total of 21 sections were
measured. No sbpe corrections were made because the grades were very small.
The combined error in measurement was essentially sero and the error range
was from to
-3.T& Ihe largest error of -1S.3 square yards or -3.7* was
made in determining the area at a street intersection xvithin the urban
secticno
Separate comparisons (not shown on Figure 4) of eight private drive
entrances also showed good agreement between the photogrammetric and field
*-» Yci **
A FIELD TERRAIN DATA
(HIGHWAY CROSS SECTION BOOKS)
O UNADJUSTED TEMPLATE DATA
{PHOTOGRAMMETRIC READINGS)
• AOJUSTED TEMPLATE DATA
(PHOTOGRAMMETRIC READINGS ADJUSTED TO CENTERLINE)
D FIELD TEMPLATE DATA
(HIGHWAY CROSS SECTION BOOKS)
CROSS SECTION DATA COMBINATIONS
Figure 3* General cross sectional data combination.
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NON-EARTHWORK QUANTITY COMPARISONS
FIELD MEASUREMENT i ,




CONC PAVMT. B APPURT PAVE0 S|0E D|TCH ^
30.9%
GUARD RAIL
Figure 4» Results of non earthwork quantity usasureEBnts,,
m. g «
measurements. The combined error was a
-2,256 (2.6 square yards; with the
error range from 2.4 to
-8,3%,,
Measurements were made along the length of the paved aide ditch*
All measurements wre corrected for elope, The construction record Hated
15 sections of paved side ditch; hut 9 due to unbelted enow in shadow zones,
only 33 were observed and measured in the stereo model* Snow9 silt and
debris near the ends of the sections caused errors in identification as
well as measurement* A better indication of photograanetrlc measurement
was obtained by omitting the two unidentified sections. The difference
between photogrammetric and field quantities was then only 16 feet or
0,7 per cent, This error is deceptive since it results from the compensation
of one Jargo plus error and several, small minus errors* The elimination of
the large plus erroa? caused by Qilt CQV3r and sBm VS3ultQ ±g & total ^^^
of 27.5 feet or 1.5 per cent. Errors in identification must be taken into
account as they can be expected to occur.
Sodding
Ninety-four sections of what were considered to be sodded areas
were measured and compared. Slope corrections were applied in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions. Primarily errors in identificati
occurred because the photographs were obtained in the winter months, but
a few small errors in measurement also occurred. The combined error was
a
-15./$ but the errors ranged from 33»1 to
-60.4& A difference of a few
inches in a narrow band of sodding caused a large percentage error. This
typs of error was unavoidable since measurements could be made only to the
nearest 0.5 of a foot.
Poor agreement was obtained between field and photogranmstric
Quantities of curbing because it was impossible to distinguish between
newly placed curbing and curbing which existed in the urban area prior
to construction. Of the nine sections compared the coiribined vmm
30*<$ with an error range from to 176&,
ftUttfl RHtt and _Guid& Post
Relative good agreement between the field and photogransstric
quantities was obtained in the guard rail comparisons. Eleven sections
were measured for a total/of only a -0,2* (-11.0 feet) with the range in
errors from to
-0.7& Bscause of the snail grades, no slope corrections
were applied.
Guide pests were counted in 12 different groups. Hires of the
12 groups were in error £?czl the construction record. It was impoesible
to distinguish between posts placed prior to construction and new posts}
therefore, the photogranaretrie count gave 54 and the field count 46.
Sight pasts were counted in an 80-foot section in which no guide posts
were listed by the construction record. In another section, two posts
were counted in the stereo model for which the construction record listed
only one. It my be that the construction record was in error on this
lint since these posts were definitely on newly constructed fiXU
Iss£kM^£ai&t£es.
Figure 5 illustrates graphically the results in measuring earth-
work quantities over the entire length of line. A total of 238 secticcs
of earthwork were compared to include excavation, embankment and borrow.











Figure 5. Earth quantity comparisons*
unadjusted quantities wore compared and then a correction or adjv
was na.de to the center line datum as measured in the field and
was made<>
In excavation^, the unadjusted q .bo were in error from fie"
measurements by a -3<»5# and the adjusted quantities only a -2e(#» Err
ranged from to incalculbla values on those sections in which the field
measurements for excavation ware 0. In comparison to the construction
record the error for the unadjusted photogrannetric quantity was -11»3
p9r cent and -9»9$ for the adjusted quantities:, The poor comparison
between the construction record and the field and photogrammetric
quantities in excavation is due in part to the shortened cross sections
which had to be used in many places to allow machine computation© The
original field terrain data did not extend to an intercept with the
photogrammetric final cross section and therefore soihb sections were fore
shortened as shewn in the top diagram in Figure 2*
Borrow pit quantities by field methods amounted to 43662 cu»ydo
The unadjusted photogra;.-metrie quantities were in error a -5.1$ and the
adjusted quantities a -4*2&. The errors ranged from to a «24«1'*»
Total excavation quantities for the unadjusted photogra.-smetric
sections were in error from the field quantities by a -3«8^ and the ad-
justed quantities were in error by ~2a5^«,
The percentage errors used in making the comparisons of earthwork
quantities may be very misleading if not interpreted with any ccr.si&sration
for the sise of the quantities involved. This is especially true of rerj
small quantities where an error of a few yards can result in a very large
percentage error. In many instances vdiere the quantities used as a basis
of comparison were aero, the resulting percentage errors were incalculable.
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On the other hand, very large quantities, such as the total yardage far
the entire project,, may show a low parcentage error and yet have a
yardage error that might be considered undesirably large for pay purposes.
Although the percentage error irethod has this inherent defect, it is ths
only method available for evaluating earthwork quantity comparisons.
Large percentage errors were generally associated with srB.ll
earthwork quantities and, conversely, small percentage errors were generally
associated with large earthwork quantities.
Seven groups of individual earthwork sections were classified
according to varioi2s depths of excavations and embanksEnts and compared
with the corresponding field quantities. The selection of sections for
each depth of classification was made on a relative basis by stereoscopic
study of the aerial photographs for the entire length of the projecto
These classifications included shallow, medium, and deep cut and medium
and deep fillo
The percentage errors for ths various cut and fill classifications
ranged from 20«.J> per cent for a unadjusted quantity of shallow cut to 0.4
per cent for an unadjusted quantity of deep fill. The percentage errors
generally followed an inverse relationship between the depth of ths earth-
work and the magnitude of the percentage error.
In aduition to the actual comparison of final pay quantities, a
statistical analysis of vertical accuracy was undertaken. Vertical
accuracy is perhaps one of the most critical considerations in the
determination of earthwork quantities
s
and it is also an important factor
iii the determination of slope corrections for other quantities* There
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are no accepted standards by which to jud^s the vertical
elevation readings, however, t odarda for vertical accuracy of
mapping are well established and may b3 used as an indication of
sion with which spot elevations may be read. Certain statistical
.aamr.
may also be used as an indication of precision*
The analysis was accomplished by a comparison of field centerline
and base line elevations with corresponding photogrammetric elevation*
The difference or "error" in the 239 elevation readings tested was
treated as a random sample from the population of possible centerline and
base line elevation reading*. The m^an, variance, standard deviation,
and range of the errors were computed, and the type and distribution of
errors was investigated by testa on the mans end variances of the
individual oodels and on the variances within a single model.
Figure 6 shows the frequency distribution plotted in cumulative
for© with the abscissa scale graduated according to the area under a
normal distribution curve. The points were plotted on the basis of
cumulative per cent 2*ss than the class boundaries of the errors starting
with the minus values,, The distribution of the elevation errors is in
dose agreement with the normal distribution function which is shewn by
a broken straight line. The importance of this distribution is
Phasised by the fact that such a distribution win have a :
affect on the total error*
Approximately 90 par cent of the points tested fall within the
error range of t o45 feet M e8tlaBted fnm^ cunulativQ frequenQr
distribution of Figure 6. According to the National Map Accuracy
Standards, this would allow a usable contour interval of 0.9 foot. At
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The center 3-ina and base line elevation errors were processed to
yield values of the mean,, variance, standard deviation, and range for
the entire project and for individual models and borrow pits. T
subdivision of the data was used because each model was independent of
all other iuode3^ in the study. Differences in accuracy might beeexpec
since each model was separately oriented and the quality of the dispo3itives
varied from model to modolo
The means for the individual models ranged from -•Ihh feet to
o2$7 feet and the standard deviation ranged from o 120 feet to o314 feeto
The mean for the entire project was «009 feet with a standard deviation
of .252 feet* The range in errors was 1«3 feet*
Analysis of variance indicated that the mean error for the entire
sample was not significantly different from zero at the five per cent lev.
of significance but that the mean errors for most of the models were
significantly different from zero. Since ths range of errors would
indicate that no serious blunders were made 9 these tests would seem to
indicate that systematic errors were operative from model to modslo It
appears that these systematic errors compensated each other in such a
manner that the mean of all errors was practically zero*.
To test the precision of elevation readings within ths model9
nted elevation readings were made at nine points selected at random
from nine subdivisions of a single model area* Ten independent readings
were made at each point. The variances were computed and analyzed by
Bartlett's test. Again, the variances were found to be significantly
different at the five per cent level.
The results of this test would 3eem to indicate that the variation
in the precision of elevation readings is dependent not only upon the model
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but also upon the point at which ths reading is iua.de v/ithin the model.
This would tend to coincide vdth actual plotting experience in which
was observed that the elevations of some points were more difficult to
determine than others because of the varying degree of ground ^nd
image clarity and the lack of contrast in tone and terrain.
In conducting this study, an attempt was made to approxirate
typical, conditions and situations. It must be recognised, however, that
no section of highway can be classified as typical* Variations in ten-
land usq^ and physical features of highways make this an impossibility.
Nor can the equipesnt oy procedures which were employed be classified as
representative* A wide variety of photogranaatric plotting instruments,
flying heights j, and plotting procedures could be used in an undertaking of
this naturoo Caution must be exercised, therefore, in any generalization
of the results and conclusions of this particular studyo
From the experience gained in the execution of this study, it
may be concluded that the photogrammetric methods and procedures described
herein are applicable, with limited regard for accuracy, to the measure-
nent of the following final pay quantities i earthwork, concrete pavemafc
and appurtenances, paved aids ditch, sodding, curbing, guard rail, and
guide post&o
Prom the analysis and results of the accuracy comparisons of
this study, it may be concluded thats
lo There wa3 good agreement between the photogrammetric earthwork
excavation quantities and the corresponding quantities
computed electronically from ths data in the field cross
section books*
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2o The phctograrmietrie enbankuant quantities also showed good
agreement with the corresponding quantities computed
electronically from data in the field cross section books.
3. Adjustment of the photogramiaetric earthwork quantities to an
accurate canter line profile generally improved accuracy.
4o Tha relatively large errors of sons of the individual sections
of earthwork compensated to yield a smaller error for the
total earihworka
5* The percentage errors gerarally varied inversely with the
depth and sise of tha earthwork quantity*
60 The photograDmBtric measurements of concrete pavenent and
appurtenances were in close agreement with the construction
record measurements* (The percentage error was, for all
practical purposes, sero)«
7o Due to the compensation of a few large errora9 the photo-
granmetrio measurements of paved side ditch shared fairly
good agreement with the construction record. (The photo-
grammetric measurements were in error by «3»1 per cento)
8« Poos- agreer^snt was obtained in the comparison of phote-
grammetrie; quantities of sodding with the corresponding
construction record quantities. (The error was -15*4 per
cent)©
9o Poor agreement was obtained in the photogramoBtric and
construction record comparisons of curbing. (The error
was 30«9 per cent.)
10o Tha photograrametric measurements of guard rail were in dose
agreement with the construction record measurements. (The
photograucostric quantities ware in error by -0.2 per cent*)
•* X6 «~»
11* The photogranmetric count of guide posts did not agree
well with the construction record courrU (The construction
record listed a total of 46 guide posts ccrcpgred to the phctc*
graimtetric count of 54*
)
As a corollary to the above conclusions, it nay ba stated that
the photogranmetric techniques described herein definitely provide
accuracy and reliability of a nature that would warrant__their use in the
&c£y
i
pjLa£d^s£&s^^ This « tous nofc
only for the prelis&nary stages but also for the final stages of location
and design as well*
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